Increased age is associated with epigenetic and structural changes in chromatin from neuronal nuclei.
Chromatin organization has been considered to play a major role on aging, by regulating DNA accessibility to transcription and repair machinery. Such organization can be modulated by epigenetic events, such as DNA methylation and histone post-translational modifications. Since changes on gene expression profiles have been described in aged neurons, our aim was to study the age-dependent relationship between structural and epigenetic alterations on chromatin of cortical neurons from mice. For this purpose, isolated neuronal nuclei from mice of two ages were studied by image analysis after cytochemistry, or assessed for chromatin accessibility by enzymatic digestion. Additionally, two epigenetic marks, for open and for densely packed chromatin fibers were quantified. Results indicate epigenetically driven alterations on chromatin organization of cortical neurons with advancing age, whose fibers seem to undergo redistribution and unpackaging. Since increased transcriptional activity is not characteristic of aged neurons, these loosened chromatin fibers may be associated with impaired genome stability, as well as with increased accessibility of repair machinery to a life span damaged DNA.